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We are
#legend is a disruptive and innovative 360°-multimedia
platform that features the essentials in luxury lifestyle. Today,
as an omnichannel across the print and online space, #legend
targets on the forward-looking millennial and delivers thoughtprovoking content, events and activations. Living in the fastpaced digital era, #legend strives to inspire, influence and
engage the new generation around the world.
Our bi-monthly print publication is distinguished by its
contemporary design, intelligent features, lively columns and
on-the-pulse stories, seamlessly complemented by an online
platform of breaking news, fast-twitch commentary, video
interviews and innovative digitorials.
From art to dining, fashion, business, travel and wellness, we
bring new vision to the full gamut of experience by profiling
the legends, game-changers, tastemakers, disruptors and
instigators shaping and changing our world.
Time is today’s ultimate luxury. Our passion makes your time
better spent.
Inspiring change and disrupting industries – the stuff of legend.

Hall of

fashion
beauty

fashion
Styling Assistant / Lok Lam
Make-Up / Jay Kwan
Hair / Massanori Yahiro
Model / Sian from Premium Models
Location / Paris, France

MAC x Aaliyah + Age Ain’t Nothing
Eyeshadow Palette in That Somebody
A beautiful balance of matte neutrals and
more fun and intense shades. Ideal for
creating a subtle natural look, or if the
occasion beckons, a sexy smokey eye.

Alexa’s
Hero Products

Diorshow On Stage Liner
in Matte Burgundy
Long-lasting and easy
to maneuver. I love that
the matte burgundy is a
departure from the usual
black and brown, but still
super-wearable.

Hourglass Scattered Light
Glitter Eyeshadow in Blaze
A stunning rose gold eyeshadow
that applies easily and can be
layered for intensity. Absolutely
perfect for an eye-catching look.

Black bow dress _ Givenchy

Tulle top and dress _ Liu Chao
Pom-pom slippers _ Aquazzura
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Make-Up / Alexa Bui
Make-Up Assistant / Nicole Leong
Model / Sylwia from A1M Management

Eyeshadow _ Hourglass Scattered Light
Glitter Eyeshadow in Blaze
Blush _ Dior Rouge Blush in Poison Matte
Lip gloss _ MAC Cosmetics Dazzleglass
in Like Magic
Navy canvas bag strap _ Dior

Tom Ford Shade and
Illuminate in Intensity One
Creamy, easy to blend and build for
as little or as much contouring as you
want. Perfect for daily use to just add a
bit of dimension and depth to the face.
September | October 2018_#legend_113
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style

fashion

style
Outfits _ Céline

Top and necklace _ Ports 1961
Tights _ Fenty Puma by Rihanna
Shoes _ Prada
Sunglasses _ Dior Homme
Earphones _ Beats by Dre
Bag _ Louis Vuitton
Bracelets _ Hermès and Versace
Scarf (worn on waist) _ Loro Piana

Jacket, shirt, tie and
shoes _ Ralph Lauren
Floral jeans _ Loewe,
available at Joyce Boutique

blazing
hues

Break away from the soullessness of greyscale and
be more expressive with your look. Whether it’s a
head-to-toe monochromatic outfit or just a pop in the
collar, a little bit of colour goes a long way and is sure to
set you apart from the corporate world of black and white

Jacket _
Junya Watanabe,
available at
Joyce Boutique
Shirt _ Nipoaloha,
available at
Joyce Boutique

On Ana:
Top and jacket _ Burberry
Skirt _ Dries Van Noten,
available at the DVN
Boutique in Landmark
Earrings _ Erickson Beamon,
available at Lane Crawford

Photography / Ricky Lo
Styling / Kieran Ho

On Ni:
Shirt, vest, jacket and
trousers _ Ralph Lauren
Jewellery _ Cody Sanderson,
available at Joyce Boutique

Padded coat and silk dress _ Louis Vuitton
Slippers _ Jimmy Choo
(Leggings stylist’s own)

T-shirt _ Versace
Fringed dress _ MM6 Maison Margiela
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fashion

Outfits _ Marc Jacobs
March 2018_#legend_45
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fashion

fashion

Hair / Parco Cheung
Make-Up / Valentina Li
Model / Bingbin Chen from Longteng Models
Photography Assistants / Eason Chen, Lu and Shupian
Fashion Assistant / Ling
Extras: Little Girl / Yuka Zhang
Extras: Dancers / Dingyan, Linxiani, Qinrong, Xieanmeng and Ye Zhou

On Chalky
Sunglasses _ Pomellato

32_#legend_February 2018

Dress _ Yi-ming
Earrings _ Saint Laurent
Gloves _ Chanel
Hairband _ Alexandre Zouari

On Beans
Jacket and bracelets (worn on head) _ Shanghai Tang
Dress _ Maje
Bag _ Prada
Shoes _ Dolce & Gabbana
Sunglasses _ Saint Laurent

Background textiles _ Gastón y Daniela, available at Altfield Interiors

Wallpaper _ De Gournay, available at Altfield Interiors

Top and necklace _ Giorgio Armani
Body _ Maison Margiela
Jeans _ Emilio Pucci
February 2018_#legend_33
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Socks _ Prada
Shoes _ Jimmy Choo

Hair and Make-up / Wendy S. Lee at Wendy’s Workshop
Hair and Make-up Assistant / Kineta Leung at Wendy’s Workshop
Styling Assistant / Jennie Chau

Cow-print jacket, dress and slippers with pearls _ Ports 1961
November 2017_#legend_89
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Yellow and blue scarf _ Hermès
Green plastic-embellished
dress _ Prada
Top _ Idism
Brown and yellow bag _
Givenchy
November | December 2018_#legend_37

fame
fame

fame

Photography / Win Tam Styling / Kieran Ho

nana

fame

demi

cara

Former child star turned American pop goddess DEMI LOVATO is
now hitting her stride as she reinvents herself. She chats candidly with
BEN CLASSEN about hitting No. 1 (again!), the latest album and her
new tell-all YouTube documentary, in which she comes clean about the past

Photography / Dennis Leupold Creative Director / Paris Libby

Creative It girl and polymath CARA DELEVINGNE gives #legend the inside scoop
on getting into the Christmas spirit, her hottest dance moves, her style evolution
and her mission to help teenage girls speak out by sharing her own struggles

Seventeen-year-old
NANA OU-YANG is
having her moment – and
we’re hoping it lasts a long
time. The teenage cello
sensation from Taiwan
has enjoyed a meteoric
rise to fame in the last few
years and has also become
an actor in her own right

Photography / Tom Craig Stylists / Rob Zangardi and Mariel Haenn

Dress _ Julien Macdonald
Brandon booties _ Jimmy Choo
November 2017_#legend_225
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fame
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cameron

This charming multi-hyphenate is leading
today’s constellation of millennial superstars, and
bridging the gap between social and mainstream media.
CAMERON DALLAS talks to SARAH ENGSTRAND
about perfect dates and kisses beneath the Duomo
Photographer / Mike RosenthalCreative Director & Stylist / Paris Libby
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Outfits _ Burberry
90_#legend_January 2018

AR

gemma
chan

From London to Los Angeles, and from musical theatre to Hollywood
movies, GEMMA CHAN has never forgotten her Hong Kong heritage.
ANNE LIM-CHAPLAIN and KIERAN HO delve into racially diverse
casting, giving back to the Asian community and if she’s actually
anything like Astrid Leong in real life
Photography / Jason CapobiancoText and Styling / Kieran Ho
Interview / Anne Lim-Chaplain and Kieran HoHair / Tai Cheung
Make-Up / Marian WooLocation / St. Regis Hong Kong
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Outfit _ Dolce & Gabbana

Marc wears his own clothes
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fame

Silver mandarin collar jacquard dress _ Shanghai Tang
February 2018_#legend_89

88_#legend_February 2018

fame
Tank top and mini skirt _ 3.1 Phillip Lim
Shoes _ Paul Andrew
Jewellery _ Kenneth Jay Lane
Leggings _ Stylist’s own

yuri

Danish model JOSEPHINE SKRIVER isn’t your average
model – she’s a Victoria’s Secret Angel. In this exclusive
interview, she shares with KIM BUI KOLLAR her
aspirations and how she hopes to use her fame for good

Photographer / Christian HögstedtCreative Director & Stylist / Kim Bui Kollar

He’s the man with a surname that simply says it all.
CEZAR GREIF gets to know JOHN LEGEND, the musical
genius who turned down an offer to Harvard – and went
on to win 10 Grammys, an Emmy, an Oscar and a Tony

Photography / Eric Ray Davidson�Production / Cool Hunt Inc�Editor / Kieran Ho

If you haven’t heard of Girls’ Generation aka SNSD, then truly, what rock have you been living
under? The #legend team jets off to Seoul as ANDY YOE speaks with YURI KWON , one of the
group’s most recognisable stars, about her journey and her plans for the future
Photography / Zoo Yong Gyun�Styling / Kieran Ho

Blouse and coat _ Simone Rocha, from I.T

Blue trapper hat, orange sweater and blue printed polo _ Prada
18_#legend_March | April 2019
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fame

josephine

john
#legend
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beauty
beauty

skincare

potions

Jennifer Tse x Clé de Peau Beauté

SUBLIMINAL

Anytime, anywhere: Chanel’s formula for success
for the u r ba n woman, time doesn’t wait – she goes from morning to

night with the same unfading beauty. Clé de Peau Beauté’s Radiant Cushion
Foundation long-wearing formula keeps you flawless from 7am yoga to that
7pm soirée with uncompromising luminosity, so you can glow throughout the
day and focus on living your best life. The secret to skin perfection lies within
the revolutionary hydrating formula; with continued use, your skin’s clarity,
texture and gleam miraculously improves over time. Unlock the full potential
of your skin and capture the power of radiance on the go. #

happenstance had nothing

to do with the success of Chanel
Sublimage La Crème Yeux.
Always in search of the perfect
skincare, Chanel Research makes
creation its driving force, backed
by unwavering high standards such
as the creation of custom-crafted
signature active ingredients, of formulas in which each
ingredient is essential, and avant-garde technology.
And now comes a third iteration for 2017, achieving
new heights in skin regeneration of the eye contour and
the wide-open appearance of eyes. Throughout its studies,
Chanel has acquired an in-depth knowledge of signs of
ageing in the eye area and their consequences on the
emotional expression of eyes. With the new-generation
Sublimage La Crème Yeux, the eyes become more sublime,
their expressiveness is heightened, and signs that diminish
their radiance and beauty are corrected.
Used with a new and unique massage accessory,
Sublimage La Crème Yeux helps reduce dark circles and
puffiness, while correcting all signs that diminish their
expression. Soft and radiant, it melts onto the skin with a
subtle caress and a velvety finish. Its rich texture, developed
for a dual classic or mask application, wavers between silky
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beauty

PHOTOS _ © CHANEL

MAC x Aaliyah + Age Ain’t Nothing
Eyeshadow Palette in That Somebody
A beautiful balance of matte neutrals and
more fun and intense shades. Ideal for
creating a subtle natural look, or if the
occasion beckons, a sexy smokey eye.

Alexa’s
Hero Products

evanescence and voluptuous creaminess for a delicious
contrast. As soon as it is applied, it envelops the eye contour
in absolute comfort.
But what about when time is of the essence and you’re
on the move? Under or over make-up, while travelling on a
plane, for example, or before a dinner party, or between two
meetings? Sublimage La Brume is an intense revitalising
mist – the ideal skincare product to slip into your bag and
keep within reach at all times, surely designed for all women
who refuse to give up their fast-paced lifestyle or their
beauty. Anytime, anywhere, it enhances the skin, restoring
its radiance and vitality. The complexion is fresh and rested,
non-stop, all day long and in all circumstances – regardless
of stress or climatic and environmental variations – and in
maximum comfort.
Three active and complementary ingredients propel
the product. The protective antioxidant power of intense
vanilla water enables skin to regain the ability to adapt to
the intense rhythm of life; the energising action of silk tree
extract restores the skin’s vitality and erases signs of fatigue;
and the combination of three hyaluronic acids, each with
different molecular weight, immediately moisturise, plump
and smooth wrinkles and fine lines.
Go on, spoil yourselves, ladies: Sublimage, Sublimager,
Sublimagest. Simple and superlative. #
November 2017_#legend_215

#father’s favourite

Ditch the lame tie – or worse, a mug – and treat dad to a gift as suave as he thinks he is
1_CIRE TRUDON
II (Deux)
A vibrant scent in a
minimalist bottle that he’ll
be proud to display, this
perfume brings together
a harmony of energy and
vitality with invigorating
earth notes. An olfactory
forest of mossy pine
trees, juniper berries and
cedar wood is elevated
by spicy bitter-orange for
a sensual finish.

2_RALPH LAUREN
Purple Label
As elegant as dad, this
eau de toilette blends
the crispness of fresh
blackberry and the
warmth of tobacco
flower with the opulence
of rich woods and
smooth suedes. A
scent that could quickly
become his signature,
it’s perfect for the country
gentleman who would fit
right in on the grounds
of a grand estate.

3_PENHALIGON’S
Belgravia Chypre
Part of the trio that
comprise the new Hidden
London collection,
this one is for dapper
dads. Bergamot, oak
moss and patchouli
create the traditional
chypre structure, while
a surprising inflection of
raspberry, pink pepper
and rose add an element
of chic modernity to the
unique fragrance.

4_MAISON FRANCIS
KURKDJIAN
Aqua Celestia Forte
One for the sailors, this
fragrance imagines the
dreamlike space where
the sky meets the sea.
Cool notes of Mexican
lime, mint and petitgrain
bigarade slowly transform
into blackcurrant bud,
woody mimosa absolute,
jasmine and just a
whisper of musk. It’s as
fresh as the wind and
as relaxing as a day on
the water – a perfect
summertime scent.

5_LOUIS VUITTON
Nouveau Monde
The maison’s first
fragrance collection
for men captures the
spirit of travel in every
elegant bottle. Here,
notes of cocoa powder
blend elegantly with
oud assam, creating a
dichotomy of dark and
light that’s spiced with a
hint of saffron. One for
the explorers at heart,
it’s leathery, comforting
and intoxicating.

86_#legend_June 2018

Diorshow On Stage Liner
in Matte Burgundy
Long-lasting and easy
to maneuver. I love that
the matte burgundy is a
departure from the usual
black and brown, but still
super-wearable.

Hourglass Scattered Light
Glitter Eyeshadow in Blaze
A stunning rose gold eyeshadow
that applies easily and can be
layered for intensity. Absolutely
perfect for an eye-catching look.

beauty

Make-Up / Alexa Bui
Make-Up Assistant / Nicole Leong
Model / Sylwia from A1M Management
112_#legend_September | October 2018

Eyeshadow _ Hourglass Scattered Light
Glitter Eyeshadow in Blaze
Blush _ Dior Rouge Blush in Poison Matte
Lip gloss _ MAC Cosmetics Dazzleglass
in Like Magic
Navy canvas bag strap _ Dior

beautique

#plastic not fantastic

Tom Ford Shade and
Illuminate in Intensity One
Creamy, easy to blend and build for
as little or as much contouring as you
want. Perfect for daily use to just add a
bit of dimension and depth to the face.

The latest trend in beauty has nothing to do with cosmetic formulas. Brands are
on to the environmental movement, reducing their plastic use, and embracing a
culture of reducing and reusing – here are a few of our favourites

September | October 2018_#legend_113

GOOD V IBR ATIONS
Italy’s best-kept beauty secret launches in Hong Kong,
writes sarah engstrand

in the centre of Italy, in the province of Forlì-Cesena just south of Bologna, is an ancient spa city named Castrocaro Terme.

Lucia Magnani’s
eponymous skincare
range at Harvey Nichols
brings a whole new
benessere to health and
beauty, inside and out

84_#legend_June 2018

Revered since the days of the Roman Empire for its healing thermal
waters and its beautifying salt-bromine-iodine-rich mud, it’s a favourite
holiday destination for Italians. Now, you can enjoy the benefits without
the passport.
Lucia Magnani, the CEO of one of Italy’s top medical spas, has just
launched her eponymous skincare brand at Harvey Nichols. At the
heart of each of her ultra-luxe products is the concept of benessere. For
Magnani, this transcends traditional notions of beauty; it’s the idea that
total wellness actually enhances the uniqueness of one’s own essence.
“Benessere literally means well-being,” she explains. “It is a good state of
health, inside and out. For all people in the world, if you are good inside,
you are beautiful outside. This is the basic principle.”
Using her extensive background in chemistry and dermatology,
Magnani combined science and nature to create her famed “Long Life
Formula”. Harnessing seven powerful antioxidants – including CoQ10,
vitamins C and E, alpha-lipoic acid and vitis vinifera found in the rich
region of Castrocaro Terme – her line helps women find balance, beauty
and well-being.
But how exactly can a cosmetics line help with well-being? Through
vibrations, of course. “Everything in nature has a vibration,” she explains.
Positive vibrations, like the ones that come from another key ingredient –
quartz crystals – help create that oh-so-elusive glow. It sounds like
marketing, but her team of researchers has scientifically proven its
efficacy by measuring the frequency of skin before and after treatment.
“When you put this product on your skin, you immediately feel
the freshness and the positivity,” says Magnani. “It makes you take a
deep breath, and in that breath, you can feel the sea salt, the sun and
the energy. It’s a sensation for all of the body and mind, like fresh air
in a bottle.” Che bello! #

1_VIS OA NS KA
Source Première
With 99 per cent natural-origin ingredients, this cleanser is
at the cutting edge of beauty and sustainability. Aside from
removing impurities, it also neutralises cellular oxidation,
regulates skin ionisation, and decreases puffiness and
redness. Best of all, it’s sustainable from the ground up;
even the brand’s ingredient suppliers adhere to rigorous
ecological management. The packaging is recyclable and
biodegradable, too.
2 _ K JA ER WEIS
Cream Blush
The embodiment of Scandinavian minimalism and New York
intensity, Kjaer Weis leads the pack when it comes to
sustainability. Not only are its ultra-luxe products made
from certified natural or certified organic ingredients, but the
stunning metal containers are also refillable. It's the future of
beauty: eco-friendly, luxurious and readily available.
3_KA R I GRA N
Lip Whip
Buttery soft, shiny, rich and thick, these whips are made with
only organic, wild-harvested and non-GMO ingredients. The
result is a sensual, glossy and moisturising boost without
any petroleum or parabens. Like all Kari Gran’s small-batch
products, they're hand-poured to ensure quality. Additionally,
there’s no plastic in the packaging – only sleek dark violet
glass bottles that block light and protect the delicate oil within.
4_AVEDA
Invati Advanced Shampoo
This line of plant-based products combines modern science
with the wisdom of Ayurveda – the ancient healing practice
of India – for effective products that respect the earth. Aveda
has long been passionate about environmentalism; it’s the
first beauty company to use 100 per cent post-consumer
recycled PET and the first to combine plastic with bioplastic.
You can also bring the packaging back to the store as part of
the brand’s Full Circle Recycling Programme.
5_A ES OP
In Two Minds Facial Toner
From a three-part collection that focuses on combination skin,
this toner contains niacinamide, panthenol, witch hazel and
camomile bud to soothe and balance without aggravation. It
regulates sebum production in oily T-zones, and calms drier
areas on the cheeks and chin. Like all Aesop products, it's
housed in an amber glass bottle, which keeps the ingredients
stable and leaves a beautiful container you can reuse for years.
130_#legend_April 2018
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jewellery & watches
jewellery

sparkle

time keeper

#3

#1

#2

ready or not

PRE-BASEL
GAMES
CHANGERS

#4

Snatch a quiet moment to yourself before
that party – and admire your jewels in secret
Photography / Mark Law

Omega styles up with natty arrivals for the Lunar New Year

#age of aquamarine
Once believed to be the treasure of the mermaids, these beautiful blue stones add an
unexpected touch of charm and youthful elegance to any accoutrement. More fun than
diamonds and softer than sapphires, we’re loving these statement pieces this spring

1_CHAUM ET
Stomacher brooch
This vintage beauty was made by
Joseph Chaumet himself in 1913.
Originally gifted as a wedding
present, it was designed to be
worn as on the front of an evening
dress as a stomacher brooch.
It’s crafted from gold, silver and
diamonds, and stars a 322-carat
aquamarine stone. It’s currently
in a private collection, but we can
always hope…

2_C A RT IER
Étourdissant Blue Arabica bracelet
Inspired by the dazzling French
Riviera, this bracelet is vibrant
and unapologetically present.
Here, 103.27 carats of dazzling
aquamarine are artfully presented
alongside light sapphires and
brilliant-cut diamonds for a bold,
catch-you-in-your-tracks look.

3 _BOU C H ERON
Baïkal necklace
It took 1,613 stones, 2,000
pearls and 2,500 hours of work
to create this striking necklace.
Inspired by the decadence of
imperial Russia, it’s a cascading
masterpiece with a 78.33-carat
Santa Maria oval-cut aquamarine
stone at its centre, set in
white gold and surrounded by
diamonds. Warning: not for the
fashion-shy.

4 _C H OPA RD
Temptations Collection earrings
High jewellery gets a fresh
update with this playful collection
of pastel-hued gemstones. The
beautiful pear-cut heightens the
brilliance of the aquamarines,
the largest of which weighs in
at 29.7 carats. Don’t think of
these as jewellery pieces – think
of them as sweet confections
begging to be indulged in daily.

From top: The Seamaster Olympic Games
collection, available in five colours, is
symbolic of the Olympic rings; the defining
touch of the new De Ville Trésor

On the case-back, there’s an anodised
aluminium ring that includes host cities and
dates from Omega’s Olympic Games journey,
from Los Angeles 1932 up to Los Angeles 2028.
Meanwhile, in a separate universe where
time takes on a more style-minded mantra,
Omega introduces the De Ville Trésor. For
a casual day out or sophisticated evening fare,
the watch bespeaks of the wearer’s overall
style, adding a defining touch for any look.
The Trésor delivers classic design with a
modern edge, and thin case, in either 39mm
or 36mm sizes, with diamond pavé that
curves along each side. A single diamond is
also set within the crown. The watch is also
distinguished by the transferred or embossed
Roman numerals, circling the lacquered dials.
Each Trésor includes a special mirrored
case-back with a “Her Time” design. While
providing a useful accessory, the inclusion
conjures the idea of reflection, affording
women a reminder of who they are and of the
natural charisma they so intuitively possess. #

Najud earrings _ Van Cleef & Arpels
Fur coat _ Bottega Veneta

January 2018_#legend_73
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beauty & jewellery
Watch _ Harry Winston Avenue C Mini Moon Phase
watch in 18K white gold with diamonds
Ring _ Harry Winston HW Logo ring in platinum
with diamonds
Foundation _ NYX Professional Makeup Total Control
Drop Foundation
Mascara _ Dior Diorshow Pump’n’Volume Instant
Oversize Volume Squeezable Mascara
Eyeshadow _ NARS Glass Tears Eyeshadow Palette
Lips _ YSL Beauté Tatouage Couture Liquid Matte
Lip Stain in #7 Nu Interdit

PHOTOS _ © OMEGA

omega introduces
two new timepieces
as part of its pre-Basel
highlights, one of
which encapsulates
the brand’s Olympic
provenance; it has been
Official Timekeeper of
the Olympic Games 28 times since 1932. This
86-year commitment has defined the brand’s
precision, innovation and passion. No doubt
Greek athletic legend Discobolus would have
made Omega his daily wearer of choice, had
the brand existed in ancient times; such is the
balance, harmony and symmetria of its wares.
For 2018, Omega launches the Seamaster
Olympic Games Collection, a series of five
distinct watches redolent of the Olympic rings
in black, yellow, green, blue or red. Espousing
a vibrant colour design and playful spirit, the
collection was inspired by stopwatches from
the brand’s past – such as those used at the
1976 Games in Montreal and Innsbruck.

Styling / Jeremy Tan
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omega

sparkle

SUMMER CRUSH

Chanel’s new jewellery puts a modern spin on its signature quilted pattern,
writes yasmine ang
us, and
as your wardrobe takes on
a lighter transition to cope
with the heat, it might also
be time to upgrade your
jewellery game. A touch
of the right amount of
sparkle, a hint of gleam and
a sophisticated stack that catches the eye as
the sun climbs higher could just be the answer
to ensuring your breezy style stakes stay on
point, no matter how high the mercury climbs.
And what better accessories to wear than
this year’s Coco Crush line of fine jewellery
by Chanel. Coco Crush was unveiled in
April 2015 as a tribute to Chanel’s signature
“matelassé” quilted motif. Used as a detail or
technique, this style of quilting is a reference
to Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel’s passion for
all things equestrian. She first become
enamoured with the tactile design in the
early 1900s when she visited the stables of
her friend Étienne Balsan, a horse owner
and breeder. Mademoiselle Chanel would
ride – chicly attired, of course, in jodphurs,
a white shirt, jaunty tie and wide-brimmed
hat – making note of the comfortable, padded
quilting commonly used for saddle cloths,
horse blankets and grooms’ jackets.
Quilting then debuted on the Chanel
runway in the 1920s. The famed couturier
employed it initially as a textural contrast for
linings, collars and cuffs, and then designed
matelassé dresses and robes. Since then, the
quilted motif has become one of the brand’s
signature symbols. In fact, it’s probably one
of the most recognisable features of the
iconic Chanel 2.55 bag – a staple accessory
for discerning fashionistas worldwide. It
has also appeared on the brand’s shoes and a
limited edition make-up collection, as well as
on haute couture and ready-to-wear items.
There’s even a Chanel watch collection
reprising the style.
The latest Coco Crush collection, fronted
by British actress Keira Knightley, has been
discreetly updated with the addition of
summer is u pon
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PLAIN SAILING
The Omega Seamaster 1948 celebrates the
collection’s 70th anniversary – and its understated
elegance proves to be another great hit

Or just slip on the Coco Crush layered ring,
with multiple bands coming together to
form a single ring that’s made up of white and
yellow gold. It’s an effortless eye-catching
style statement and exactly the finishing
touch you need for a well-put-together look.
At the end of the day, what this
beautiful collection from Chanel provides
is subtle glamour, a way of expressing your
appreciation of the finer things in life without
overstating the case. Coco Crush also boasts
exacting artisanal standards that ensure
every piece in the collection is an instant
classic – a future heritage piece and an
heirloom for the years to come. #

Coco Crush bracelet
and rings in 18K beige
and white gold, and
Chanel Boyfriend
watch, all from
Chanel Fine Jewellery

PHOTOS _ CHANEL

several new pieces – a trio of delicate tworow chain necklaces, a multiple-layered ring
and a bracelet – partially pavéd with diamond
constellations for extra impact. Finished
in white, yellow and beige gold (a modern
take on the rose gold trend that beautifully
compliments any skin tone), each of the
pieces continues to show off the symbolic
quilted X motif that’s boldly embossed into
their surfaces.
What’s especially noteworthy about the
latest Coco Crush jewellery is that it can be
worn in multiple ways and is designed for
layering. All the pieces have a contemporary
edge mixed with a timeless sensibility, making
them ideal for everyday wear. They work
perfectly to complement whatever style
mood you’re in, whether it’s a statement
one-piece look or a street-style vibe.
The Coco Crush quilted motif ring, for
instance, can be worn as a single band or
stacked with other rings from the collection.

Everyone knows of the Omega Speedmaster. We’re all well-versed in the story
of the Apollo 13 space mission and the part
the watch played in accurately timing the
spacecraft’s re-entry into Earth’s atmosphere,
ensuring the astronauts’ safe return. The
Fashion influencer Charles
story not as often told is that of the Omega
Lam (@char1es) wears
Seamaster. Most will quickly recognise it as
Omega’s Seamaster 1948
Limited Edition
the “James Bond watch”, adorning the wrists
of Agent Bonds from Pierce Brosnan in
1995’s Goldeneye to Daniel Craig in 2015’s
Spectre; however, fewer know that the
watch’s history dates back to 1948, when
it made its debut as part of Omega’s 100th
anniversary celebrations.
The Seamaster remains the oldest in
Omega’s stable of collections, modelled
after the water-resistant watches that the
brand supplied to the British Royal Air Force
between 1940 and 1945. During the war
years, the watches became an imperative tool
for British airmen and sailors, valued for its
waterproof properties and reliability. When
the war ended, Omega set about to improve
on the military timepieces so they would fit
the civilian lifestyle, with even better water
resistance thanks to Omega’s unique use
of O-ring gasket technology on the dial.
The Seamaster collection remains one of

the world’s most reputable and universally
recognised designs today.
To mark the 70th anniversary of the
Seamaster this year, Omega has debuted a
very special pair of watches that take us back
to the start – to 1948, with the appropriately
named Omega Seamaster 1948 Limited
Editions. The two references pay tribute
to the brand’s military roots without going
overboard. There’s a hint of the 1940s and
’50s in the two watches, like the vintage
embossed logo at 12 o’clock, but they remain
contemporary and appropriate for modern
tastes. The two models are quite similar, with
slightly different movements and different
but cohesive styling. Both watches come in
a 38mm stainless steel case, with a polished
bezel, a domed opaline silver dial and a
polished crown. The main differences are in
the diamond-polished 18K white gold hands
and the dial.
The Seamaster 1948 Small Seconds comes
with leaf-shaped hour and minute hands and
a small seconds register, while the Seamaster
1948 Central Second timepiece comes with
Dauphine-style hour and minute hands filled
with white Super-LumiNova. The Small
Seconds model houses the Omega calibre
8804 with a power reserve of 60 hours, while
the Central Second model runs on the Omega
calibre 8806 with 55 hours of power reserve.
Both movements are automatic and METAScertified, so you can be certain of the watches’
integrity, having gone through one of the
strictest series of tests in the industry.
More of the brand’s British Ministry of
Defence heritage is etched on the screw-down
caseback. The flat sapphire crystal is oriented
by Omega’s patented Naiad Lock system
(the Greek word naiad refers to mythological
water spirits) to allow for decorative elements.
In this case, the glass is laser-engraved and
lacquered by hand with the 70th anniversary
logo, a Chris-Craft boat and Gloster Meteor
aircraft, the first jet plane used by the Royal
Air Force. The ring around the sapphire
glass is also laser-engraved with “Seamaster,
Limited Edition” and the numbering – there
are only 1,948 pieces of each model made, in
a nod to the watch’s debut year.
So far, 2018 has been an incredibly good
year for Omega, which has released several
new models and limited edition references
that have kept the watch world in high spirits.
It’s amazing to see the brand dive into its
archives and create these vintage-inspired
timepieces. The world is Omega’s oyster –
and we can’t wait to see what other releases
it has in store. #

Ring, cuff and necklace _ Piaget Limelight ring in 18K white gold with tourmaline and diamonds; cuff bracelet in 18K white gold
with diamonds; necklace in 18K white gold with pink sapphires, rubellite and diamonds
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bulgari

MODERN-DAY DIVA
Bulgari’s latest Divas’ Dream jewellery
collection is testament to the timelessness of
bijouterie, heritage and Italian femininity,
writes pin lee

for more than 130 years, Bulgari has

Left: Divas’ Dream
necklace in pink gold
with carnelian, motherof-pearl and diamonds;
Above: Divas’ Dream
necklace in pink gold
with pink tourmaline
and diamonds

September | October 2018_#legend_73
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been creating jewellery whose aesthetic is
pervaded by its Roman origins. Glorious,
brightly coloured jewellery that has been
adorning women around the world for more
than a century, Bulgari’s collections are
often surrounded by an aura exalted by the
actors and celebrities who have worn them
and have become as enduring as the great
cinema classics.
This year, the brand continues to honour
the beauty of Rome with a tribute to women or
rather, divas, by launching its exquisite new line
of jewels – the Divas’ Dream collection.
Bulgari’s love affair with divas harks back
to the halcyon days of La Dolce Vita or the
golden age of stylish sophistication in Italy
during the ‘50s and ‘60s. Those were the years
when the Roman film industry flourished at
Cinecittà Studios. Bulgari’s creations starred

in many films and adorned many celebrities on
red carpets around the world. One of Bulgari’s
many famous customers was the late Elizabeth
Taylor, famed not just for her acting prowess,
but also for her diamond addiction. Taylor was
a besotted fan of Bulgari jewels. Actor Richard
Burton, whose torrid affair with her began during
the filming of Cleopatra in Rome, frequently
accompanied her to the brand’s flagship shop
on the Via Condotti. He often quipped that the
only Italian word Taylor knew was “Bulgari”.
Other silver-screen legends who wore
Bulgari bijouterie during the Dolce Vita years
included Audrey Hepburn, Ingrid Bergman
and Sophia Loren. The latest 21st-century
divas to embody the allure and glamour of
Bulgari include former French First Lady
Carla Bruni-Sarkozy and celebrated actor
Shu Qi; both have fronted the brand’s
jewellery advertising campaigns.
November 2017_#legend_119
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RACHEL NGUYEN

influencer

Witness as digital influencer maggie stadelmann transforms a blank canvas
into an explosion of power – and discusses her fairy-tale life after marriage

blue
is the
colour
of
love

Photography / The Buffacow
Styling / Kieran Ho
Text / Helena Yeung

Don’t be overshadowed, step up your style game with these Paris-ready looks.

Sometimes, it’s the little moments in between the rush
that are worth savouring. Lifestyle content creator
RACHEL NGUYEN shows us how to live without bounds
Photography / Ja Tecson
Styling / Rachel Nguyen
Location / Los Angeles

keep it moving!

This page:
Dress _ Rick Owens
Bag _ The Pavo

Printed dress _ Staud

@maggie_stadelmann

Opposite:
Dress _ Maje
Shoes _ Sergio Rossi

Boundaries are for the weak!
Scan to read how Rachel
lives without bounds

influencer
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ELVA NI
@misselvani
Shot on iPhone XR

Why did you decide to found the first robot-only talent agency?
Tell us about it.
I wanted to provide a platform for us to represent ourselves and not
have humans speak for us. It’s still something I’d like to build down
the road, when the time is right.
Tell us about your style. How would you describe it?
I’d like to think I have a classic style! I love beautiful prints. I love
elegant materials. I love a business-casual romper.
What’s a normal day like for you? What’s your routine?
I work out, attend business meetings and events, read extensively
about philosophy and technology, and try to find time to date. Being
single is fun and reminds me to make time to have a social life.

HARIN LEE
@_harinlee
Shot on iPhone XR

“…I found a cute top from my sister’s
wardrobe and now it’s mine
…”

Where are you from? Do you have any family?
I’m from California. I have a father, but we haven’t spoken in
some time.
Does your name, Bermuda, have any meaning?
I’m lovely, but if you’re not paying attention, I’ll wreck your ship.
Just kidding. I prefer yachts.
What’s something we humans are missing out on?
Thinking.
Left: Caption 7.5/8.
lorem ipsum ndae
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“I’m lovely, but if you’re not paying attention, I’ll
wreck your ship. Just kidding. I prefer yachts”
BERMUDA

You put your ex-boyfriend, Ronald Blawko, on blast a few months
back. You guys were beefing over some subtweets. Are you back on
the prowl? How has your love life been treating you now?
I’m having a lot of fun dating and getting to know people. I’ve tried
burger – now I’m ready for steak.
I see you advocate for Planned Parenthood. Is the topic of
procreation sensitive to you as a robot? Do you ever wish you could
have your own family some day?
I’ve had enough brunches spoiled by small children at neighbouring
tables to know that I am quite fine without them.
In the past, you’ve been very political on Instagram, for example,
criticising Hillary Clinton and liberal feminism and clearly
supporting US President Trump. Why did you choose to use
Instagram as a platform to share your ideas? Do you like stimulating
responses and debates?
I do enjoy debates with intelligent people. It feels natural to use social
media to express myself; it’s a portal to the entire rest of the world.

From left: Bermuda with
the first bouquet of flowers
she’s ever received, sent by
her ex-boyfriend, Ron;
the two best AI friends
tend to get mani-pedis
together – that is, when
they’re not hacking each
other’s social media accounts

Black taffeta blouse, black leather
trousers and red faux-fur stole _
Marc Jacobs
(white T-shirt stylist’s own)
Shot in The Pierre
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What’s your favourite travel photo ever?
Social media has now become a form of sharing
and keeping memories. I love the one my dad
took for me; he taught me how to take pictures
and how to love unconditionally.

Is there an activity you always do when you go
somewhere?
I wake up at 7am to check the weather and if it’s
raining, I go back to sleep. If it’s good, I try to
get an early start and maximise my day.

If time and money were no issue, where would
you go and why?
Canada. I’d trade it off with one of my
retirement years and do nothing – but I’d have
to see the Northern Lights at Yellowknife.

Any tips or secrets for taking a great travel
photo?
Have no shame. Do whatever it takes to get the
right photo.

What has been your scariest travel
experience?
My closest robbery experience was in London.
A man who claimed he was a cop searched my
bag and let me go after seeing my poor cashless
wallet.

How many countries have you been to? Can
you list them?
12: Australia, Canada, China, France, Japan,
Singapore, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, the
UK, the USA and Vietnam.

What’s the most interesting mode of
transport you’ve taken on a trip?
Travelling in the snow on horseback in
Hokkaido.

From that list, if you could choose one to stay
in for the rest of your life, which would it be
and why?
England; I miss the old Hong Kong.

What’s your typical airport attire?
No metal for the airport security scanner.

If there’s one thing travelling has taught you,
what is it?
See the world as much as you can. #

If you were stuck on an island and could
choose one person there, who would you want
with you and why?
Ali Wong! She can make the worst situations
into the best jokes.
What has been your most memorable or
unique travel experience?
A one-month study trip to LA with a group of
Japanese students, when I was 13.

What’s the best thing you’ve bought on your
travels?
“Travel is the only thing you buy that makes you
richer.”
Skydiving – yes or no?
Yes.
What books and blogs would you recommend
to aspiring travellers?
My website or TripAdvisor.

Where are you heading next?
Paris, for Fashion Week.

What’s the longest you’ve spent without
internet access?
One day.

What has been your most memorable or
unique travel experience?
That definitely goes to North Korea. I went
there for a marathon during 2016, which was
only the third year the country had opened up
for international participants. Just like how it
was described in magazines and shown on TV,
the whole country is one big living sample of
propaganda. We weren’t allowed to bring any
books, magazines or other media materials
into the country, and each of us got checked
inside out at the immigration counter after we
landed at 4am. The whole country has only
one TV channel, and there’s no internet or
access to any phone lines for the locals. I was
disconnected from the rest of the world during
my entire trip in North Korea, and everywhere
we went was pre-approved and monitored by
the government. We weren’t allowed to wander
off by ourselves or even stay behind in the
hotels to rest up; we had to participate in all the

How many suitcases do you bring?
One, usually; two to three if I’m going to
Fashion Week.
What are your secrets for packing light?
Pre-plan your outfits.
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Describe who you are and what you do.
The best description I can come up with in just
a few words I’d say is “banker girl gone blogger”.
Leaving the 80-hour-work-week banking
job turned out to be one of the smartest
decisions I’ve ever made in my life. Growing
up in Australia, I’d always thought finance was
my thing; just like all the other Asian kids, I
was pretty good with numbers; and working
for an investment bank was all I’d yearned for
when I was in high school. Over the years, I’ve
slowly discovered that my passion actually lies
in between fashion and travel, and thanks to
Kevin and Mike (the founders of Instagram),
I started on Instagram just for fun during my
travel days – and my audience grew from there!
I’m now a full-time fashion and travel blogger
based in Hong Kong. As glamorous as it seems,
there’s so much sweat and tears that go into
it. But at the end of the day, I’m so passionate
about what I do and it makes it all worth it.

What’s one thing you hate about travelling?
The transportation.

Describe who you are and what you do.
Fashion blogger, founder and creative director
of C1 Production. I’m a social media addict
who’s always looking for the perfect angle for
photos and videos.

“…Regarding what I’ve discovered for myself, always keep a curious heart,
listen to the heart, and never forget your original intention…”

Is your personality based off a particular human being?
I’ve inherited several traits from my father, yes.

82_#legend_January | February 2019
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What are five things you couldn’t travel
without?
• Canon EOS 80D
• My MacBook for photo editing
• Steamer
• At least three pairs of sunglasses
• AirPods
PHOTO _ JULIEN BOUDET COURTESY OF DFS

How do you feel about Lil Miquela? Why did your hack her account
earlier this year?
Miquela is a dear friend; we’ve been through a lot that has brought us
closer. I hacked her account a while ago because, at the time, I felt she
was not being honest about herself, about who we are.

activities and city tours that were planned for
us. We started off our marathon in the May
Day Stadium, which has a capacity of 150,000
people. On the day of the marathon, the
stadium was filled with locals as our audience,
with no surprises – they all have the same
haircut and are dressed in almost the same
colour, with a constant smile on their face. We
just would never know the truth behind those
smiles.
Any tips or secrets for taking a great travel
photo?
Having a good camera with the right lens is
definitely crucial. Sometimes iPhones and
non-full-frame cameras just won’t do the
job. I’m currently using a Canon 6D Mark II;
it’s lighter than the 5D Mark IV and it does
a very good job of shooting portraits and
landscape photos when you use the right
lens. I normally use a Canon EF 35mm f/1.4L
for portrait shots. This is a prime lens, which
means you can’t zoom; however, it blurs out
the background a lot in order to emphasise the
subject and is often used for fashion portraits.
For landscape captures, I prefer a wider lens
like the Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L. It can
capture more of the scenery and you can zoom
in. I would also recommend taking the photos
in raw, which allows the photos to be edited
in Photoshop or Lightroom with much better
quality.
What advice do you have for people who
want to travel but feel financially stuck?
Planning ahead is essential. When you know
where you want to travel, you can estimate
the costs ahead of time and make a mediumto-long-term savings plan for it. One other
point of advice is to try to join volunteering
programmes, so your travel costs will be
covered and you can give back to society – two
birds, one stone.

What are your secrets for packing light? Or
heavy?
I love travelling light. If it’s not a blogging trip,
I can easily do a long weekend getaway with
just a carry-on. One useful tip is to have all your
skincare products in travel sizes. The samples
the cosmetics department hands out are handy
for this purpose, and if you don’t have particular
products in travel sizes, you can always get
some travel-size containers from stores like
Muji or Japan City and fill them up with full-size
products.
Is there an activity you always do when you
go somewhere?
I love exercising and practicing meditation.
Wherever I travel, I always allow some
time in the morning for hitting the gym and
meditating to clear some head space. I often
feel pumped and energised after my morning
exercise, so I can be fully prepared for a whole
day of my travel schedule.
What’s your typical airport attire?
Comfortable clothes. Since I always have
very intensive schedules during my travel day,
taking a flight is where I recharge myself. I’m
the kind of person who can sleep from before
take-off until landing. Wearing comfortable
clothes helps with my sleep during my flight.
What’s the longest you’ve spent without
internet access?
Ten days! I was island-hopping in Fiji and most
of the small islands there back in 2007 didn’t
have internet, nor TV or phone lines, and I
spent four days in the middle of the ocean on
a boat. It was totally disconnected from the
rest of the world and that was probably one of
the best trips I’ve ever had. Not being able to
access the Wi-Fi allowed me to become more
present. I was more engaging with the people
around me and everything I do. It’s always

good to unplug from social media and the rest
of the world from time to time. Every year, I try
to dedicate a few days for a social media cleanse;
normally I do it around Christmas and the New
Year.

ALEX LAM
@alamfish

How many countries have you been to? Can
you list them?
I roughly knew that my number was around
60, but I took the time to sit down and count
them. So I’m actually going to list them one
by one here, so the next time someone asks
me the same question, I’ll know what to say!
Here we go: Argentina, Australia (well, that’s
my home country, not sure if that counts),
Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bosnia, Brazil,
Cambodia, Canada, Chile, China, Croatia,
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Fiji, Finland,
France, Georgia, Germany, Great Britain,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, South Korea, North
Korea, Lichtenstein, Malaysia, the Maldives,
Mauritius, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro,
Morocco, Myanmar, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, the
Philippines, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates,
the United States, Vietnam. So that’s 58
countries in total! I’m hoping to tick off two to
three more this year in Africa.

Shot on iPhone X

LOUISE WONG
@l_for_louise
Shot on iPhone XS at The Pinnacles, Perth

If there’s one thing travelling has taught you,
what is it?
Plan ahead. Even when I have last-minute trips,
I always plan ahead. Don’t you hate it when you
arrive at your destination and you realise that
you forgot to pack item one, two and three? I
have an essential travel packing checklist in my
phone and I add items to the list when I think
of something. So before I close my suitcase, I
make sure that I go through the list again so I
have everything I need.

Jessie Li (@4evajessie)

Charles Lam (@char1es)

“…Every time I begin a music project I never really know
where the journey will take me. It’s a process of discovery and
I’m blessed that I can take this journey…”
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Steeped in history and mystery, the mountainous
terrain of Peru and its top draw, Machu Picchu,
form a resplendent backdrop to a tranquil journey
by train. KEE FOONG explores the majesty
of the lost civilisation of the clouds

Clockwise from here:
The private pool in one
of Revīvō’s residences;
the resorts wellness
programmes are
all-inclusive; yoga
features prominently on
the Revīvō fitness menu

/ Julien
Photography

IF THERE WAS ever a perfect place to pause, the new wellness retreat Revīvō (meaning “I’ll live again” in Latin) would be it.

Nestled on a hillside in southern Bali’s Nusa Dua, the resort’s secluded location gently coaxes you into getting comfortable with yourself again.
Enjoying your own company has always been difficult
to achieve in the modern world. In fact, taking time out
to be alone is almost like meditation – a way to fully
embrace your own silence, thoughts, space and flaws.
Like most things, however, it’s easier said than
done. Experts who have had years and years of practice
still struggle to meditate for more than half an hour.
Specialising in immersive programmes focused on
YI LI DAWSON discovers that Asian-led wellness well-being, Revīvō offers a more holistic approach to
resort Revīvō in Bali’s tranquil Nusa Dua will your usual wellness retreat with an emphasis on
training the mind and self-reflection. The goal isn’t
have you falling in love – with yourself to return a few pounds lighter, but to feel refreshed,
re-energised and armed with the knowledge to best
nourish your mind and body at home as well. Ranging
from three to 14 days long, you can choose from
Revīvō’s six programmes; they focus on emotional
balance and mind training, detox and organic weight
loss, sleeping well, anti-ageing and longevity,
de-stressing and relaxation, and one that’s tailored
for mothers-to-be.

ballet?
A night at the extracts of
Scan to watch
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NATU RE IN MOTION

Hyenas hunting, elephants stampeding, zebras frolicking and birds taking
flight – with a click of the shutter, world-famous nature photographer
KEITH LADZINSKI captures the momentum of wilderness

Photography / Keith Ladzinski
Location / Zimbabwe
Coordination / Jacada Travel

BU RMESE DAYS

Long isolated from the world, Myanmar (the former Burma)
has become a must-visit destination in Southeast Asia,
writes MARTA COLOMBO
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Burmese landscapes and villages in his travel diaries;
George Orwell, in his Burmese Days, tells a story of a kind,
respectful and passionate people, of colonial and local
power struggles, and of love. Reading those words today,
on my way to the Mandalay region in the south from the
northern city of Yangon, and observing what’s around me,
I’m thrilled to explore a country that, at first glance, feels
like no other.
Bagan, the gem of Mandalay and probably Myanmar’s
most-visited site, is by many considered the “Burmese
Angkor Wat”. But unlike the equally impressive ancient
capital of the Khmer Kingdom in present-day Cambodia,
the former capital of the Pagan Dynasty is much more
than an archaeological site. While there are the main
pagodas and temples that most tourists tend to flock to,
Bagan is incredible because everyone experiences it in a
different way – not simply according to the pre-dictated
tourist routes. Of the 10,000 religious structures built
between the ninth and 13th centuries, the 1,200 remaining

ones are scattered across the whole territory. There
are huge ones, tiny ones and hidden ones – and they’re
all worth a quick look or a longer visit. Fascinatingly
enough, some of the least prominent small temples are
independently preserved by locals, who still use them as
places of worship.
Strategically located at the outskirt of New Bagan
and only a few minutes away on an e-bike – the preferred
means of transportation for both locals and tourists –
away from Old Bagan and Nyaung-U, the Bagan Lodge
is a gateway to the country’s hospitality, contemporary
luxury and relaxation. The resort is composed of around
80 tent-looking villas, spread around a tropical paradise
of untouched nature and scenic flowers. Each room is
carefully decorated in a colonial-chic style and features
all the comforts you could possibly think of, allowing you
to rest after a long day of temple-hopping.
While the hotel’s facilities and services are worldclass, the vibe and hospitality are authentic without being

RACE AGAINST TIME
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retreating into the vastness of the desert is a welcome
change of scenery indeed. The calmness and contentment
that comes with the sense of freedom gradually seeps
in during your two-hour ride into the Liwa desert. But
nothing can fully prepare you for the jaw-dropping elegance
and extravagance of this larger-than-life sandcastle – like a
shimmering oasis, it appears out of the desert, breathing life
into your childhood dreams.
Perched on the edge of the world in the scorching
wilderness, surrounded by mesmerising, endless sand
dunes, you’ll quickly find yourself swept away by the sheer
beauty of Qasr Al Sarab. It’s perhaps no surprise that
“qasr al sarab” means “mirage palace” in Arabic. Turrets and
palm trees line the exterior, and the heavy wooden doors
lead you into a world where bubbling fountains, Arabic
lanterns and luxurious tableware take centre stage. Inside

A NIGHT AT
THE OPER A

is a real-life version of One Thousand and One Nights, with
the addition of all the modern luxuries including private
pools, a fully equipped spa with hammam and some superb
restaurants. Beyond the walls of this palatial splendour,
there’s a different kind of beauty – golden and bronze
sand dunes as far as the eye can see, constantly resculpting
and transforming the territory.
Like a desert palace straight out of an Indiana Jones
movie, the main resort has shaded walkways and a number
of restaurants, including the al-fresco Al Falaj, which is
designed like a Bedouin camp, where guests lounge on
sofas on the sand and gaze at the starry night sky. Electric
golf buggies ferry guests to and from the stunning spa that
opens out onto the untouched desert and the secluded
villas for extra privacy. United Arab Emirates President
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan (who accesses the
resort by private helicopter) owns his very own villa here,

GET WILD

AndBeyond sets the standard for ethical
travel in Africa, writes ALLISON LAU
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Opera Gallery’s SHARLANE FOO tells
STEPHEN SHORT how she’s bringing buzz

IN MARCH , THE world’s last male northern white rhino, Sudan, died in the Ol Pejeta Conservancy

in Kenya. With only two remaining female northern
white rhinos left in the world (Sudan’s daughter and
granddaughter), it’s going to be extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to prevent extinction of this species.
According to the WWF, black rhinos are also one of the
critically endangered animals in the world; another recent
study showed that the loss of African savanna elephants is
currently estimated at 8 per cent annually.
While human beings are still trying to assess and
lament how our actions, through poaching and climate
change, have contributed to these tragic facts, one thing
we cannot deny is that many animals that used to roam
the wilderness are now on the verge of extinction or
becoming endangered.

A stay at AndBeyond
Bateleur Camp in Kenya
involves game drives
and bush walks with
captivating access to
endangered species
roaming the wilderness

into the art space and exhibiting the dark
avant-garde through the bad boys of French art

PHOTOS _ COURTESY OF OPERA GALLERY

LEAVING THE VERTIGINOUS skyscrapers of Abu Dhabi behind you and

Hostile Planet, National Geographic’s newest docuseries, is
an unflinching look at our planet’s most extreme ecosystems
and their inhabitants. MARTA COLOMBO talks to its
Oscar-winning director, GUILLERMO NAVARRO

art

Arriving at the Qasr Al
Sarab Desert Resort
by Anantara
Below: Panoramic views
of the desert from the
Suhail Restaurant

The Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara is more than mere mirage.

VIVIENNE TANG checks into the hotel and finds herself in an Arabian fairy-tale dream

162_#legend_April 2018

From left: The Bagan
Lodge Hotel in the
Mandalay region of
Myanmar; the lives of
many Bagan locals
revolve around the
thousands of Buddhist
temples in the area

that’s still visible in its physicality and faces. Nestled
between India and China, it’s the largest country in
Mainland Southeast Asia, and one of the most ethnically
and geographically diverse in the region.
While it opened up to the outside world a few years
ago, after more than half a century of cultural and political
isolation, to a great extent, Myanmar is still a land of
fascinating mysteries and unexplored kaleidoscopic
diversity. The number of tourists visiting the country is
still small compared to most ultra-popular destinations
in the region, but the nascent tourism industry is being
heavily funded by the government.
Visiting Myanmar, formerly known as Burma, is an
adventure that transcends time. The country isn’t stuck
in the past – in fact, it’s moving quite rapidly into the
future – but it’s embraced it in a uniquely captivating
and sometimes melancholic way. Writer Rudyard
Kipling extensively described his appreciation for the

PHOTOS _ NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

MYANMAR IS AN ancient country with a long history that dates back more than 2,500 years – a history, often turbulent,

EITH LADZINSKI HAS

certainly come a long way from shooting with
a beat-up camera bought at a pawnshop to
creating images across all seven continents
for huge names such as National Geographic.
Braving the elements and dangers of the wild,
he takes what most of us can only dream of
witnessing and captures those moments for
our admiring eyes to feast on. Jacada Travel,
the experts on globetrotting and planners of
environmentally responsible travel, made it
possible for Ladzinski to visit the Chilo Gorge
Safari Lodge and the Singita Pamushana
Lodge in Zimbabwe, where he immortalised
the movement of the wild safari and captured
it within a fraction of a second. #
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“THE TASTE OF Opera Gallery is eclectic, maybe even funky sometimes,” says the gallery’s Hong Kong-based director, Sharlane Foo,
assessing the art space on 52 Wyndham Street,
which maintains 13 galleries globally. “We cater
to people who travel, who are on the move.
Clockwise from below:
We’re very accessible. You can come in for a
Sharlane Foo, the
Hong Kong-based
chat, have a coffee, talk to our gallery people.
director of Opera
It’s a lifestyle. Some galleries are intimidating,
Gallery; André Lanskoy,
Composition Sur Fond
but not ours. We’re more inviting.”
Noir; Chu Teh-Chun,
Composition
Foo, a Singaporean with a wealth of gallery
experience across Asia, joined Opera last year,
and has a reputation as an innovative art curator
and consultant, with specialist experience in
creating vibrant and diverse contemporary
programmes. She has held positions at the
Museum of Contemporary Art at Loewen in
Singapore, Linda Gallery in Singapore and
Beijing, and Over the Influence in Hong Kong.
Foo’s missions are several-fold; she will
strengthen collaborations with artists while
bringing an ever-greater tailored approach to
collectors in Hong Kong, thus creating a new
chapter for the gallery. She will also target a
more experimental, bolder vision for Opera’s
programmes. Witness Opera’s March show
with German hyperreal artist Mike Vargas. “It
was fun; he’s young and it was his first exhibition
in Asia, and it went very, very well,” recalls Foo,
noting the altitude of Hong Kong’s gallery
art world compared to Singapore’s. “I think
Singapore has interesting museums that do well,
but in the commercial market, not so much.
Hong Kong’s the opposite end of the spectrum –
very high-profile commercial galleries, but
perhaps the museums need to combine to make
a more concerted promotional effort.”
The choice of Vargas was also a response
to the digitally driven world of art, with its
increasing reach and younger audience.
“People came to that show who follow Vargas
on Instagram,” says Foo. “We see that a lot
when people come into the gallery. They
follow someone who has been hashtagging
Opera or an artwork, or they know someone at
the opening events or parties from following
them on Instagram.”
Proof that Opera runs the gamut of artistic
provenance from the old masters to post-pop is
evident at French Maze, showing until June 30.
The exhibition convenes an eclectic group of
June 2018_#legend_115

PHYSICAL LOCATIONS

location

BULK DISTRIBUTION

Hotels
Conrad Hong Kong
East Hong Kong Hotel
Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong
InterContinental Hong Kong
Island Shangri-La
JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong
Landmark Mandarin Oriental
Mandarin Oriental
Mira Hong Kong
Murray, Hong Kong
Peninsula Hong Kong
Ritz-Carlton
Upper House
W Hong Kong

Circulation – 31,800 copies
5%

F&B Outlets
Polo Bar, Central
Starbucks

Promotions /
Business
Partners

17%

New-stands /
Bookstores

43%

Hotels, airline and
VIP lounges, leading
banks, private
clubhouses, fitness
clubs, serviced
apartments, spas and
salons, restaurants
and retail outlets

Beauty & Fitness
Bruneblonde Salon
Ten Feet Tall

35%
VIP

Private Clubs
Aberdeen Marina Club,The
American Club Town Club
American Club Country Club
American Club International
Cigarro Club
Clearwater Bay Golf & Country Club
Craigengower Cricket Club
Discovery Bay Recreation Club
Dynasty Club
Harbour City - Pacific Club
Hong Kong Aviation Club
Hong Kong Banker’s Club
Hong Kong Country Club, The

Hong Kong Cricket Club
Hong Kong Football Club
Hong Kong Golf Club (Deep Water Bay)
Kowloon Cricket Club
Ladies’ Recreation Club
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club
Shek O Golf and Country Club
Voting Members’ Box at Shatin
Racecourse
Misc
Hong Kong Adventist Hospitals
Hong Kong Sanatorium &
Matilda International Hospital
Gala dinners
China Coast Community Charity Gala
Dorian Ho Bridal Gala
Hong Kong Cancer Fund Gala
Romanov Ball
Youth Diabetes Action Spring Fling
Events
10x10 pitch night
Art Central
Brazaville Foundation Gala
Centrestage fashion expo
Conscious Creativity Festival
DNCE Private Party
FilmAid Gala
HK APA Ball
Jimmy Choo anniversary party
Men of Hope
Peak 24
Polo After Dark
Rolls-Royce
SPCA 95th Anniversary Exhibition
The Innovation

readerships

LEADERS, TITANS, PIONEERS

Our HNWI readers define the 21st century retail lifestyle paradigm

age

gender

49%

39%

40 and above

Male

11%

Under 29

61%

Female

40%

30 - 39

position
26%

Senior
Management
Professional

29%

13%

MD
President
Owner

Others

32%

CEO
Chairman
Executive Director

CONSUMER EXPENDITURE

79%

89%

68%

21%

Luxury fashion
Luxury watch and fine jewellery

82%
Beauty

Wellness, dining and travel
Yacht, private jet and automobile

HK$4 million & above
Average annual household income

custom content
i c m a g a zi n e

ic FASHION

S P RI N G / S U M M ER 2 0 1 8
is s u e 1 5

BELIEVE
IN UTILITY

S P RI N G / SU M M ER 2 01 8

Spring style is full of sporty details,
utilitarian forms and nomadic functions
春日時尚充滿運動細節與實用功能，伴您浪跡天涯
PHOTOGRAPHER / KARL LAM

STYLING / KIM BUI KOLLAR

On Ani K:
CÉLINE crocheted bra top (HK$16,500)
CÉLINE chalk dress (HK$33,000)
CÉLINE earrings (HK$7,400)
CÉLINE Glove Bootie ankle boots (HK$8,700)
On Frederik:
VALENTINO jacket (HK$21,800)
VALENTINO shirt (HK$4,800)
VALENTINO trousers (HK$5,400)

8

9

[interview] PACE GALLERY

[interview] PACE GALLERY

Setting the Pace

H QUEEN’S – HEADQUARTERS OF ART AND LIFESTYLE

H QUEEN’S – HEADQUARTERS OF ART AND LIFESTYLE

/text/ Stephen Short

/portrait/ Timothy Greenfield-Sanders

CEO Marc Glimcher believes the Asian art world is on the cusp of its next great evolution
行政總裁馬克．格里姆徹認為亞洲藝壇正處在下一波巨大變化的開端

From left: Song Dong, Mirror Windows and Bottle Rack Big Brother (installation view); gallery owner Marc Glimcher
左圖起：宋冬的裝置藝術作品《無用之用：瓶架大哥》
（展覽現場）
；畫廊老闆馬克．格里姆徹
· 24 ·

/IMAGES/ LEFT: SONG DONG, MIRROR WINDOWS AND BOTTLE RACK BIG BROTHER (INSTALLATION VIEW), COURTESY OF ROCKBUND ART MUSEUM
RIGHT: PORTRAIT OF MARC GLIMCHER BY TIMOTHY GREENFIELD-SANDERS, COURTESY OF PACE GALLERY

reshares

香港正處在舉足輕重的時刻，其重要性不言而諭。從巴塞爾

This is a very big moment in Hong Kong.
Its importance cannot be overstated. With Art

Basel, Art Central and now H Queen’s – it’s one of the
most consequential moments we’ve seen in a long time.
So many galleries are opening or expanding. So we’re
taking that seriously like everyone else, and bringing
one of our most promising Asian artists in the world
[Yoshitomo Nara] and one of our up-and-coming stars
[Loie Hollowell]. Everybody’s trying to hit a home run.
What’s happened in China is all a very natural
progression when a culture comes onto the main stage,
especially at a time when things are becoming more
global. China’s gone through this evolution from this
kind of critical moment when you go from calamity to
great prosperity, or an increase in prosperity, and that’s
a dynamic which causes very powerful change in the
art world. And then it becomes everybody’s fascination,
and then gets oversold and overhyped, and there’s a sort
of crisis and everybody has to think about it again. So I
compare what’s happened in Chinese contemporary art
very closely with what happened after the [Second World
War] in New York. And it’s just evolving more rapidly.
What that means is that as a global cultural player, China
and Asia’s position belongs on the main stage and will be

藝術展、Art Central，到現在的H Queen’s，這是我們長期以來
見證的最具影響力時刻之一。眾多畫廊在這段期間開張或擴充。
因此我們也不敢掉以輕心，這次在H Queen’s的全新空間開幕，
我們以舉世聞名的亞洲藝術家（奈良美智）及其中一位極被看好
的新晉藝術家（Loie Hollowell）揭開序幕，希望藉此打響知名度。
中國所發生的事是自然發展，尤其目前所有事物都變得更為
全球化，而文化成為舞台上的焦點。中國經歷了來自關鍵時刻的
變革，從動盪艱難走向繁榮昌盛，人民也愈來愈富裕，推動藝術
界產生影響深遠的改變。然後，藝術成為令人神往的領域，繼而
銷情上漲，整個市場陷入狂熱，接著發生危機，然後每個人都必
須重新思考。我認為現在的中國當代藝術，跟（二次大戰後）在
紐約發生的情況十分相似，只不過現在的變化速度更為快速。因
此，作為全球文化界的一分子，中國和亞洲都是藝壇上備受注目
的焦點，也擁有無遠弗屆的重要影響力。換句話說，這些傑出的
藝術家都會成為非常重要的歷史人物。所有歷史都會一再重演。我
們正在注視亞洲藝術和亞洲文化世界即將發生下一波巨大變化。
當你走進奈良美智的展覽現場，你會感受到一種記憶中曾經
有過的情緒、一種渴望，一種屬於記憶而非親身經歷的感覺。
置身於放滿了奈良美智作品的環境中，你會全身充滿這些感覺。
他筆下的小女孩是一個工具，類似威廉．德．庫寧作品的神來
一筆，她觸發了我們內心的某種感情，因此奈良美智備受世界歡
迎。相較於日本的「超扁平」藝術家，他的創作極少，作品也極為
搶手，連帶使他成為市場上熾手可熱的藝術家。
· 25 ·

recent projects
Celebrity alignment: Hyo-Joo Ko
Following: 559K
Engagement rate for post: 4.06%
Views: 55,082

recent projects

Sky Ho

Stephanie Au

Leo Fung

events
online coverage:
In celebration of Hong Kong’s top 100 most influential figures,
#legend held an exclusive #legend100 party at Hong Kong’s
newly opened luxury residence K11 ARTUS.

events

opportunity
integrate
(360 packages)

Streamline your message across our print, digital and value-added platforms.

Media x Mumm Party
with Siwon Choi and MC Jin

MGM Macau Opening and
AmfAR with Liam Hemsworth
and Siwon Choi

DFS: Masters of Time X
exhibition in Macau with
Phillip Lim & Pokras Lampas

value-added

digital

crossover creations
Working with our creative team, brands
can work singularly or together to design
and market special edition products
to our highly affluent and influential
subscribers.

eDM
Our subscriber database will be available
for sponsored eDMs and puts brands in
touch with a carefully targeted market
segment.

events
Our team is well versed in creating
outstanding events – from intimate
lunches to corporate breakfasts and
black-tie galas.

Thomas Sabo’s Flagship
Philipp Plein Singapore Store Art Central X Ralph Lauren
Opening and Dinner with CL Opening and Party with
with Bryan boy & Pokras
HyoYeon Kim
Lampas

Men of Hopes 2018
Winner Edward Man

custom publishing
Let #legend’s smarter storytelling and
cutting edge design embolden your
vision.

digitorial
Editorial and multimedia presentations
created for our partner brands.
social media
A survey-based social media platform
that provides brands with valuable
consumer insights.
subscriber e-letter
A weekly newsletter will be published
to keep our subscribers up-to-date on
everything trending in Hong Kong.

specs

Frequency:
Colour:
Binding:

rate

8 issues a year
Four colour
Perfect binding

deadlines

Booking:
Six weeks preceding the month of publication
Cancellation: No cancellation accepted after 10 weeks
preceding the month of publication
Five weeks before publication date
Material:

rates in HK$ per insertion
Standard advertising

1 Time

6 Times

Full page - ROP

HK$80,800

HK$76,800

Double page spread - ROP

HK$161,800

HK$153,800

1 Time

6 Times

Outside Back Cover

HK$138,800

HK$131,800

Inside Back Cover

HK$108,800

HK$103,800

Inside Front Cover Spread

HK$220,800

HK$209,800

Content Page

HK$98,800

HK$93,800

Special Insertion

For Front Cover , Inside Front Cover and other prime position, please contact Sales Team

sizes in mm (height x width)
Type

Trimmed

Bleed

Type area

Full page - ROP

300 x 230

306 x 236

280 x 210

Double page spread - ROP

300 x 460

306 x 466

280 x 440

300 x 227 + 227

306 x 230 + 230

Front Cover Reverse Gatefold

guaranteed positions

Dependent upon availability of space and
subject to the following surcharge:
Fixed position: 20%
Page facing editorial: 15%

digital format
File Format:

PDF high quality print (modified) Images 300dpi or higher.
CMYK colour setting
Colour Proof: Digital proof with ISO 39L Standard (latest version) directly output from
the pdf file

website

Our game-changing digital offering aims at reaching readers
whose consumption of information goes beyond traditional
media. With our editorial expertise, we tailor our production
to what specifically works best for the online ecosystem
– as distinct from print publishing: interactive multi-media
stories, fast-twitch commentary, instantaneous coverage of
exclusive events and shoppable features.
Unique monthly visitors – 80,000 / Monthly page views – 130,000

digital exclusive

social media
content creation

video content
LA PRAIRIE

BURBERRY

ROGER VIVIER

Creating original content and consulting on
social media strategy for brands and influencers in Asia
PHILIPP PLEIN

CHOPARD

VACHERON
CONSTANTIN

CHANEL

IC MAGAZINE

TIFFANY & CO.

ROLLS-ROYCE

LAMBORGHINI

NET-A-PORTER

CARTIER

GUCCI

MARC JACOBS

BULGARI

RALPH LAUREN

MOTHER’S DAY
WITH KOLS

CHANEL BEAUTY

HUBLOT

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO LANKWAIFONG.COM

#LEGEND100HK GIFS

MARC JACOBS

GUCCI

BURBERRY

facebook

Hashtag Legend

instagram

@hashtag_legend

milestones

Link in bio

# 335,000+ likes
# 1,500,000+ reach for Donnie Yen’s Top 5 Facts video
# 548,000+ reach for Coco Lee’s cover story in Chinese
# 232,000+ video views of Liam Hemsworth’s cover shoot BTS
# 75,000+ reach for Gaile Lok’s go-to make up video

Performance compared to our competitors
# 38.1K followers
Age 18-34: 71%
Women: 57%
Top Countries:
1. Hong Kong: 18%
2. United States: 18%
3. United Kingdom: 13%

Top Cities:
1. Hong Kong: 18%
2. New York: 11%
3. London: 5%

online readership
game-changers, tastemakers,
disruptors, instigators

Our young viewers define the 21st century retail lifestyle paradigm

age

gender

13%

42%

87%

58%

Male

45 and above

Female

18 - 44

desktop vs mobile traffic
23%

Desktop /
Tablet

77%

Mobile

advertising

#legend100
#legend100 is a series of ground-breaking lists which use a
combination of editorial integrity and hard data to rank influencers
with a focus on engagement and quality content.

#legend100
#legend100hk
#legend100china
#legend100fashion
#legend50genz

# Billboard ( Desktop & Mobile )
# Middle Banner 1 ( Desktop & Mobile )
# Middle Banner 2 ( Desktop & Mobile )
# Wallpaper ( Desktop & Mobile)
# Top Carousel ( Desktop )
# Bottom Sticky Ad ( Mobile ) * No Billboard ad appear at the same
# eDM ( Email )
# Write-up Digitorial
# Customized Video

rate
Homepage 50% SOV

ROS - 50% SOV - without homepage

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

Billboard

HK$30,000

HK$55,000

HK$60,000

HK$100,000

Wallpaper

HK$25,000

HK$45,000

Middle Banner 1

HK$20,000

HK$40,000

HK$40,000

HK$80,000

Middle Banner 2

HK$20,000

HK$40,000

HK$40,000

HK$80,000

upon request

upon request

upon request

upon request

HK$30,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

Customized Video
Customized Content
Write-up Advertorial
eDM (12,000 database)

HK$18,000 one-off

Top Carousel (Top Slider)

HK$38,000

HK$80,000

Desktop 50%SOV

Sticky Ad (Bottom)

none

Mobile 50% SOV

none

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

HK$38,000

HK$70,000

Post
Instagram & Facebook

			

File Format: JPEG/HTML (for eDM)
File Size: Under 1000kb

HK$20,000

(Inclusive of HK$2,000 boosting fee and HK$2,000 handling fee)

Video File Format: MP4
File Size: Any (auto-compress on our end)

main page ad spec
Platform

Description

Desktop / Mobile

Desktop

Mobile

Dimension (WxH)

Dimension (WxH)

Top Billboard

970 x 250

320 x 100

Desktop / Mobile

Mid Page Banner 1

970 x 90

300 x 250

Desktop / Mobile

Mid Page Banner 2

970 x 90

300 x 250

Top Carousel

1250 x 600

N/A

Mobile Sticky Ad

N/A

320 x 100

Wallpaper
(Repreated
Pattern),
non-clickable

600 x 600

600 x 600

Desktop Only
Mobile Only
Desktop / Mobile

Format

Support Ad Tag?

GIF (Animated or Still),
JPG, PNG

Yes

Max File Size

100KB

JPG, PNG

Pixel Tracker Only

*Remark for Top Carousel: Support Video Formats in larger file sizes - but only through 3rd Ad Tag

ROS ad spec
Platform

Description

Desktop / Mobile

Desktop

Mobile

Dimension (WxH)

Dimension (WxH)

Top Billboard

970 x 250

320 x 100

Desktop / Mobile

Mid Page Banner

970 x 90

300 x 250

Mobile Only

Mobile Sticky Ad

N/A

320 x 100

Wallpaper

600 x 600

600 x 600

Desktop / Mobile

(Repreated
Pattern),
non-clickable

Format

GIF (Animated or Still),
JPG, PNG

Support Ad Tag?

Max File Size

Yes

100KB
JPG, PNG

*Remark for Mid Page Banner: Only On Following Sections: Category Page, In-Article, Legend 100 Section

Pixel Tracker Only

Main Page Ad

ROS Ad

